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Curfew Changes Dominate Conference
By VICKI BOWLING

Q - What are the possibilities
of having picnics every Friday
until the end of school? C. G.
A - Mr. Carbone says that the
added cost for food, labor and
supplies that is incurred when a
picnic is held makes itinfeasible
to have a picnic every Friday.
The maintenance crew is involved
whenever we have a picnic because they have to set the tables
up and paper products are used
for serving. Both of these add
considerably to the cost. Mr.
Carbone also pointed out that,
as happened last week end, the
weather is always something to
contend with. When the weather
prevents a picnic from occuring
at the last minute, it involves
extra time and money to have it
inside.
Mr. Carbone also pointed out
that there are several picnics
planned between now and the end
of school. Several sororities will
also be having picnics, as will
the Senior Class. He feels that
"you can wear out a good thing".
Q - Are we going to have more
picnics with bands? L. B.
A - The annual Slater Picnic,
which will be held in May, always
features a band and will do so
again this year. The picnic which
the Student Union has planned
for May Day will feature entertainment by the Trinidad Tripoli
Steel Band
Q • Since we have to follow
state rules, including no liquor
under 21, why are we allowed to
keep liquor bottles over the 24
hours rule? B. K.
A - We had a hard time understanding what your question
meant before we could even answer it. We assumed that you
were asking why students can
keep empty bottles in their
rooms. After checking in several
areas, we couldn't find anyone
who knew anything about a rule
which prohibited the keeping of
empty bottles in dormitory
rooms. There is nothing listed
in the handbook concerning this
topic, therefore, it can't be a
rule set up by Residence Board.
The school is probably more concerned with where the bottle was
emptied, but if anyone knows about such a rule The Catalyst
would like to hear about it.

Discussion of proposed changes in both curfew procedure and
State Teachers Scholarships
dominated Dr. Willett's press
conference, held last Thursday
in the Gold Room.
Residence and Legislative
Boards are currently investigating the possibility of eliminating a curfew on Friday and Saturday nights. Any resulting proposal will have to be passed by
the Board of Visitors.
Dr. Willett said that the Board
of Visitors will study proposals
for rule changes "in toto." That
is, the Board will study all aspects of a change in curfew concurrently, including how it would
be handled.
"I do not believe that the Board
will take any action on this at its
May meeting. I think it will be
discussed at that time and action
taken in August," he said.
Dr. Willett compared the proposed change to last year's
change in the alcohol rule. The
Board will want time to check on
details, and this will take time.
Any change could still go into effect in September, he explained.
"I don't like the term 'curfew,' " Dr. Willett said.
"If a change is made," he
continued, "it is a lot more palatable to those who are opposed
to it to refer to it as 'change in
procedure' rather than 'abolishment of curfew.' "
Dorms Will Close
He further explained that the
dorms will still close at 2 a.m.,

but students may come in later.
He mentioned the fact that
presently if a student, for one
reason or another, does not come
in at 2 a.m., she is almost
forced to stay out all night.
"I feel that this is one of the
strongest arguments you have
for a change," he offered.
The main problem is a system
of getting girls into the dorms
after the doors are locked. There
are insufficient funds to hire
more campus policemen, and
there are problems with extra
keys. The Board will want to consider details like this, he said.
Dr. Willett then paused to commend Legislative and Residence
Boards for "having done their
homework.' He appreciates the
communication he has had with
them, and said that he has tried
to pose questions the Board will
pose.
Dr. Williett declined to comment on how he feels personally
about a change in curfew.
"I don't want to commit myself
at this point," he explained. "I
don't want to sway the Board one
way or another. You will know how
I stand on it well in advance."
He doesn't feel that Longwood
being a state-supported institution will have anything to do with
a change, or that state funds would
be reduced as a result.
In reply to a question of employers being less likely to hire
Longwood students, he said, "I
don't believe that this one proposal is so drastic that it would
turn off a certain businessman."

Curfew Proposals Passed
By Residence Board
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
There will be no curfew on
Friday and Saturday nights. Open
house will be extended to include
7 p.m. until midnight on Friday,
and 1 p.m. until 5 p.m., and 7
p.m. until midnight on Saturday.
These are some of the changes
that have been proposed and
passed by Residence Board.
These changes are a direct result of a recent random sample
poll taken with 10 per cent of the
student body participating.
"After our approval," said
board chairman Terry Jones,
"the changes will have to pass
Legislative Board, the administration and staff, and then go to
Dr. Willett and the Board of
Visitors for approval."
The all night curfew will entail locking the dorm doors at
2 a.m. but students staying out
later than two, will have to go to
the Campus Police to secure a
key. Then this key must be deposited into a box in the dorm so
i the police may pick it up for its
reuse.
The open house will have the
same rulings that apply to Sunday afternoon: the guest must be
signed in at the front desk in the

dorm, he must be accompanied by
a girl at all times, and the guest
must leave the dorm during meal
times.
Residence Board members
were asked to attend a special
meeting. At this time Mr. Jack
Overton, who is the sheriff for the
county of Prince Edward, gave a
demonstration on the recognition
of marijuana and the odor that it
has when being burned. "To me
it smells like burning broomsage," noted Mr. Overton. Judicial Board, Dean Mary Heintz
and Dr. Wayne Tinnell also attended the meeting.
Editor's Note:
The Rotunda was informed
Friday afternoon by Residence
Board Chairman Terry Jones
that the above proposals concerning curfew and visitation
will not be presented to Legislative Board at its next
meeting. Due to complications
which have arisen, the board
feels it should consult more
with its advisors and Dr. Willett before presenting the proposals.

Deans Heintz and Nuckols, Col. Abrahams and Dean BlackwelI
listen as Dr. Willett answers students' questions.

On the question of State Teachers Scholarships, Dr. Willett said
that there are many proposals in
the state legislature concerning
them, but at this point everything
is "very indefinite."
A proposal of giving the scholarships only to juniors and seniors is being considered, he said,
and there would probably be a
transitional period if this is passed.
The amount of the scholarship
could increase from $350 to$450
a year, he said, but this is still
up in the air.
One measure proposes to limit
the scholarship to certain subject
areas, giving priority to areas of
shortage. As it stands now, Dr.
Willett explained, priority would
first be given to kindergarten,
then primary, followed by math,
some sciences, and perhaps
women's physical education. It
would have to start out with new
people and a new program, and
not cut anybody off now on it.

daily bulletin. If they don't come
in before summer, he will make
arrangements to get in touch with
those interested.
Financial need is not a factor
in receiving the State Teachers
Scholarships, Dr. Willett brought

Appropriations
In other areas of discussion.
Dr. Willett said that regarding
appropriations, he, Mr. Bristol,
and Mr. Mitchell have already
started working for the 30 day
session of the state legislature.
They have asked why institutions with more in-state students,
such as Longwood, shouldn't receive more money than institutions with more out-of-state students, as the latter receive more
in tuition. Roy Smith of the Appropriations Committee has
agreed that this is a valid point.
State Senator Walker of Norfolk has written Dr. Willett that
he "has received more good comments of Longwood girls than of
any other institution." Dr. Willett's reply is, "Why not let it
Answering a question whether show up in appropriations?"
or not this is discrimination, Dr.
Mary Lou Glasheen, chairman
Willett said that although he does- of Legislative Board, answered
n't like it, the legislature might a question regarding visitation.
do away with scholarships alto- She explained that Residence
gether if some restriction isn't Board has sent to Legislative
made on subject area.
Board a recommendation that
"I think it's going to be dif- visitation be extended to 7-12
ficult to enforce, to be honest p.m. Friday, 1-5 p.m. and 7-12
with you," he admitted. "Who will p.m. Saturday, with the 2-5 p.m.
do it?"
visitation on Sunday remaining
Mr. Groneweg, director of fi- the same.
nancial aid, said that he hopes
If Legislative Board passes the
to get applications for the schol- proposal, it must go through the
arship in before summer. Their same procedure as a change in
arrival will be announced in the curfew.

RICHMOND ALUMNAE TO SPONSOR

'NICHOLAS AND ALEXANDRA'
ON MAY 4
TICKETS '3.50
Proceeds to go to student scholarship
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The New Spirit
CHI has burned for another year and students
are checking the lists they prepared last September to see how many members they guessed correctly. Congratulations are extended to the members of CHI and the people and organizations they
commended.
The feature story provides a good insight
into the nature of the 1971-72 CHI. They appear
to have been a group aware of its traditions and
place in the college, but at the same time seeking
new ways to implement itself into the college community. With these people rests the responsibility
of selecting the members for next year and this
can only make me wonder what they will be like.
Although the manifestations of this are not always obvious, Longwood is in a period of change.
The image of the "Longwood Lady" is different
today than when I first entered the school three
v«-ars ago. Slowly we are beginning to catch up to
the liberalization which is taking place all around
, The night before CHI burned, Residence Board
passed the visitation and curfew measures, which,
if passed by the Board of Visitors, will be a tremendous step forward in demonstrating the college's confidence in the capability of the students
to regulate their own lives. Legislative Board has
also taken great strides in its occupation during
the present semester with renovating the school
construction and eliminating obsolete rules.
Like a young child, this infant movement to
establish a relevant place in our society for Longwood must be nurtured and encouraged by a stronger
force. The turn-out of students at the CHI scare
and burning shows that CHI still holds much appeal
for the girls here. If the new members of CHI
are representative of this spirit, they can be a tremendous influence on the course of events at Longwood next year. If however, they allow themselves
to be bound by tradition instead of using it as a
measuring stick for progress, CHI will be nothing
more than one more organization that once was
something, but died with the passage of time.
Longwood must project itself into the future
and march with the times or it will cripple itself into non-existence. CHI and its members must
realize that they have the same future or those
early morning walks will become nothing more than
a convenient way to catch a cold.
LYNNE
♦

+

♦♦♦♦♦♦************

Recently there have been a large number of
stories turned in from people around the campus
that I haven't received until late Saturday or Sunday. These articles are always accompanied by
urgent pleas to "just squeeze" one more story in.
So far this has been managed by pulling out less
important stories and shortening others. However,
this causes a definite hardship since the paper
is usually completely laid out and then has to be
pulled apart. I would like to remind everyone that
the deadline for stories is 5 p.m. Friday. Exceptions can be made to this rule, but the decisions in
this area are left up to me and I should be notified
ahead of time. In the future, I can't guarantee that
a story that doesn't meet these requirements will
be printed. LP
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Etibafctiit(fi&br
Dance Concert
Dear Editor,
I thought the performance given
by the Longwood College Company of Dancers on Thursday
night was excellent and that all
who participated in making it
such a success should be given
credit for providing those present with an evening of true
entertainment. Most of us do
not realize how much time must
go into such a performance.
The members of the Dance
Company had spent four nights
practicing from 7:00 until curfew to provide us with such a
performance. This does not include the weeks before, which
they spent in choreographing and
practicing each dance.
Special recognition should be
given to Miss Gustafson, the
director of the Dance Company,
who did the choreographing and
script for her dance, and Jo
Smith, who choreographed the
dance entitled "Mind Sacrifice",
which was on the use of drugs.
The choreographers also deserve
credit for the excellently designed costumes in all of the dances.
I also think that when we complain that we cannot go to a
special program because we have
a test, etc., we should remember
that the members of the Dance
Company, as well as other
groups, also have tests, term
papers and other assignments
(and often other activites), because of this they have little
time for homework after three
and four hours of practice. It
Dr. Henry Willett and Dr.
Lee Land, Director of the John
P. Wynn Campus School, appeared on The Mildred Alexander Show onWTAR-TV
(Channel 3) in Norfolk this
morning. The show, is televised from 1 to 1:30 p. m
The discussion concerned
Dr. Willett's forthcoming trip
to Europe. While he is there,
he will be observing open
school systems. Various aspects of the Longwood educational program were also discussed.

seems as if we should be willing
to give up an hour to an hour
and half of our time to enjoy
what has taken them weeks to
put together.
I believe that all who attended
the concert completely enjoyed
it and will be looking forward
to next year's concert. I hope
that at that time even more
students will be present to enjoy
the concert.
Elaine Flippen

CHI Scare
An incident occured on campus
the other night which, although it
didn't, could have had very serious results. I am referring to
the CHI burning scare which
occurred Monday night and the
behavior of all of the people
involved.
There was an obvious attempt
to make the students believe that
CHI would burn due to an announcement made at dinner, so
it is not surprising that so many
people showed up in Iler parking
lot. What happened next though
was frightening! People started
racing around in cars at high
speeds and appeared to pay no
attention to the people who were
milling around. Students started
teasing the cars by jumping out
in front of them to make them
stop. They were very surprised
when some of them gave no
indication of slowing down and
the girls had to scramble to
the side of the street. I saw
several girls who were almost
run down because of their thoughtlessness and that of the drivers.
I guess CHI burning is a pretty
big deal around here, but not at
the risk of somebody's safety.
There were not only the cars to
contend with, but it was a damp
night and several girls were
quite chilled when they finally
gave up waiting. Something should
have been done to stop the madness once it got started, but
instead the Campus Police sat
in their cars and watched all
of this happen without trying
to at least stop the cars. Even
some people who turned out to
be CHI members were seen milling in the crowd.
CHI and its burning could be

great traditions at Longwood,
but not when they are used to
see how big a crowd can be
raised and not when they result in such dangerous actions.
Anne Garrington

Golf Course
Dear Editor,
I am currently taking Golf 108,
a class offered for beginner golfers. This class meets Mon. and
Wed. from 3-4:15 or one of
the two days from 3-5:30. Class
lessons are either learning the
skills and techniques of the game
or playing on the Longwood Golf
course. But when it comes time
for the class to play on the
course or for a student to play
or assigned number of holes on
her own it is almost impossible.
The course as I have been
told by a member of the faculty
in our physical education dept.
is owned and operated by Longwood College with finances coming only from our budget. The
course is here supposedly for
the use of Longwood College
students and their guests (who
must pay a .small green fee).
Why then is it when the Longwood classes go out to the course
it is so crowded with students
and adults from the surrounding
communities? They are on the
course without a Longwood student, not always observing the
rules and etiquette of the game.
Is this a community course
or one privately owned and taken
care of by Longwood? It should
be clearly stated who may play,
when one may play, for what
green fee and it seems that
Longwood students should have
priority.
Lee Anne Lumpkin

In The Words Of
BECKY WEST:
'It's like killing
two ttonot
with one bird.'
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Webb, Gilliam, Null, Hamilton To
Present Spring Voice, Organ Recitals
By VICKI BOWLING

tions: "Sonata II," by Paul Hindemith, "Le Jardin Suspendu,"
by Jehan Alain, and ' Fugue in
G Minor, BWV 578," by Johann
Sebastian Bach.
Jimmie Lu hails from Norfolk
and is a voice student of Mr.
McCombs. She is a member of
SAI, and although she will receive a B. M. Ed., she would
like to sing professionally.
Among the songs Jimmie Lu
will sing are an oratorio from
the ELIJAH, by Mendelssohn,
"I've Heard an Organ Talk Sometimes," by Aaron Copeland, and
"Widmung," by Robert Schumann. She will be accompanied
by Nina Garrison.
An organ major from Lynchburg, Donna is also a student
of Mr. Hesselink. She is a member of SAI and is working towards
a B. A. She plans on going into
church work.
Donna will present "Prelude
and Fugue in F Minor," by Bach,
"Sehr langsam" (Sonata I), by
Hindemith, and "Choral in E
Major," by Franck.
All are invited to attend these
recitals.

Two groups of juniors will
present spring voice and organ
recitals this month.
Tonight at 8:00 p. m. Cathy
Webb and Janet Gilliam will participate in a joint recital, and
Sunday at 4:00 p. m. Jimmie
Lu Null and Donna Hamilton will
also give a joint recital. Both
recitals will be held in Wygal.
Cathy, a voice major and student of Mr. James McCombs, is
in the music education program.
First row - Sue Satterwhite, Wrengay Rawls, Jimmie Lu
A member of Sigma Alpha Iota
Null, Sharon Lee, Nina Garrison, Nancy Hardman. Second (SAI), she plans to teach followMary Porter, Mary Hahn, Cathy Webb, Ann Lewis, Donna Haming her graduation next year.
ilton, Valerie Sliuter.
Accompanied by Kay Biggs,
Cathy will sing three songs from
Ecclesiastes, by Daniel Pinkham,
"Herodiade", by Jules Massanet,
and five songs by Johannes
Brahms.
An organ major from Hope well,
Janet is a student of Mr. Paul
By VICKI BOWLING
tive of the madrigal period, and Hesselink. Also a member of
The Madrigal Singers will pre- consist of a three or four part SAI and the music education prosent their annual spring concert harmony, using imitation of gram, she plans to play the organ
in some capacity after graduanext Wednesday, May 3, at 5:10 voices.
p.m. on Stubbs Mall.
Among the songs the Madrigal tion.
Janet will offer three selecThey will repeat their concert Singers will offer are three mothe following night at 8 p.m. in tets, which are religious madrithe Sunken Garden. This time the gals, two groups of spring love
girls will wear floor length black songs in the madrigal style, and
dresses and will sing by torch- one round. With the exception
of one French song, all numlight.
According to Madrigal mem- bers will be sung in English.
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
ral Route," written, choreober Nina Garrison, "We are tryThe Madrigal Singers include
A
large
audience
gathered
in
graphed and directed by Miss
ing to copy more of the madrigal first sopranos Cathy Webb, Anne
Jarman
Auditorium
to
view
the
Sandra
Gustafson, who is direcstyle. The dresses are from that Lewis, Sharon Lee, and WrenLongwood
College
Company
of
tor
of
the
company's dancers. The
period in the 16th century.
gay Rawls; second sopranos Sue
Dancers'
evening
of
choreodance
began
with the words "I
"We haven't done anything like Satterwhite, Nancy Hardman, Ann
guess that's what is left for old
this before," she added.
Smith, Mary Porter, and Mary graphy.
The
dance
entitled
"Mind
Sacmen like me—dreams," expertMen such as Thomas Morely Hahn; first altos Jimmie Lu Null
rifice"
showed
that
violence,
ly
delivered by Rick Vaughn, who
and Orlando di Lasso wrote sev- and Nina Garrison; and second
confusion,
and
emptiness
always
portrayed
an old farmer recoleral of the songs that will be altos Donna Hamilton and Valercome
before
ecstasy,
in
the
use
lecting
his
life.
presented. The songs are imita- ia Sliuter.
of drugs. The costumes were efNan Pace who played the farmfective in this dance, particularly er's young wife, stole the entire
having violence dressed in red dance whenever she glided on
and black and the ice-blue color stage. Miss Pace danced an
used for emptiness.
excellent performance.
Jo Smith portrayed the central
The spirit of freedom, earth
and did a nice job of colors, and the elements deserve
By KARIN DANIELEY
somewhat handicapped by the in- character
modern
dance
choreography. recognition for their organizaThe fifth Century B. C. tragedy, ability to get Jarman Auditorium
Ending
with
the
death
of mind tion. The earth colors seemed to
"Medea," hasa modern Women's as much as I felt would be
and
body,
the
dance
movements
add a rushed feeling, I suppose,
Liberation theme and Mr. Doug- necessary and by a staggering
expressed
thoroughly
that
showing the passing of the sealas Young is directing his cast amount of activities which have
through
drugs,
"one
must
be
from that view point.
caused a hardship to this cast. willing to accept the fact that sons.
Dr. Patton Lockwood, profesMr. Young commented, "The In spite of this, it is going to
sacrifice is a costly one."
sor of drama and speech, should
focus on women and what we say be great."
"Galaxy"
was
the
second
prebe
commended for his simple
about women might not be acDue to limited seating, the sentation and it centered on the front-porch design and the inceptable to some women; this is play will run for five consecufor the audience to decide as it tive nights. "Medea" will be earth and the stars. Karen Moot cline on the back part of the stage
did a beautiful ballet-like choreo- which added to the set.
should be."
presented at 7:30 p. m. in Jar- graphy. There was also included
Miss Gustafson must be
He went on to say, "I have a man Auditorium from May 2
a
fine
scene
where
the
earth
and
praised
for experimenting with a
tremendous cast but have been through May 6.
stars turned, with out-reaching new idea — that of combining a
arms, to a rising sun. The light - script, choreography, music, and
ing effects in this selection de- lighting effects. Her efforts for
served high praise.
the dance culminated in an outJeffree Hudson choreographed standing presentation of "Rural
the third selection entitled "Cry Route." There was one stateHelp." The essence of the dance ment in the script that should be
girls.
was because "the world is made remembered: "It is being with
By PAM WATSON
Chantel
Knight,
manager
of
of
different people of different others that lets us go beyond ourNeed a new casual outfit for
the
boutique
ship,
has
made
many
races,
this seems to cause prob- selves."
that special week end coming up?
such
trips
to
colleges
in
and
lems." The simplicity in using
The evening, as a whole, in my
Student Union is sponsoring a
boutique that may provide just around the Lynchburg area and white and black costumes sharp- opinion, was a delight. There
what you're looking for. The they have been most successful. ly pointed out the racial prob- were four interesting selections,
each showing merit. I feel the
Chartees Shop - House of Levi Dragon Chandler, Student Union lems we experience.
President,
said
after
visiting
the
I
expected
the
dance
to
end
with
stage, lighting and music crews
is closing up their clothes shop
shop
that
the
prices
are
most
white
and
black
dancers
exiting
should
be commended for their
located near Sweet Briar College
reasonable
and
clothes
include
off stage, still segregated. How- promptness.
in Amherst, packing up their
The concert moved along at a
entire stock of merchandise in such brand names as White Stag, ever, it ended with black and
white grasping each others' hand fast pace and was in no way bora bus, and coming to Longwood Crazy Horse, and Levi.
The Student Union will be re- in an idealistic but exquisite ing. It was an extremely weU
to set up a shop in the ABC
ceiving
10% of all the money made pose.
done production.
room of Lankford from 12 to 6
from
purchases
and
Dragon
added
The
final
selection
was
"Rup.m. on Thursday, April 27.
The type of clothes the shop that prices will not be raised
carries includes levis, jeans, for the visit. No charges will
slacks, shirts and tops, body be accepted. Students are asked
suits, hostess skirts and dresses, to make all purchases in check
and tennis outfits. Items such as or cash.
A PLAY FOR WOMEN
bandanas, notebooks, key chains,
and other novelties will also be
431 B.C.? OR 1972?
on sale. The shop will be selling THEATRE SEMINAR
both men's and women's wear as
Story On Page 8
many of the men's shirts and
jeans are popular with college

Madrigal Singers Concert
Slated For May 3 & 4

Longwood Company Presents
Four Programs Of Dance

Medea: A Play For Women

Will Be In Jarman May 2-6

Boutique To Set Up
In Lankford April 27

MEDEA

MAY 2-6

Katharine Hepburn stars in
"Long Day's Journey Into Night"

O'Neill's "Long Day's
Journey Into Night",
To Be Presented
May 1, 7:30 p. m.
By STELLA SIMMONS
Cinema 71/72 will present the
film version of Eugene O'Neill's
LONG DAY'S JOURNEY INTO
NIGHT on Monday night, May 1,
at 7:30 p.m. in Bedford Auditorium.
Written in 1941, this autobiographical play carried with it the
stipulation that it not be performed during O'Neill's lifetime
since his own family served as a
model for the play's Tyrone family. The father is an aging matinee idol whose fear of poverty lias
driven him to appearing in a
second-rate but highly commercial play. The mother is a convent bred Irish Catholic with an
addiction to narcotics; the eldest
son, Jamie, is a shiftless character whose attempts to follow in
his father's footsteps have led
him into a life of alcoholism and
utter cynicism; the younger son
(with whom O'Neill is identified)
is a 23-year-old would-be poet
recently returned from a life at
sea with the growing belief that
he is suffering from consumption.
While O'Neill probes beneath
the facade of family life to its
warmth and monotony, its restorative and de'sfructive powers
which were a part of his own experience, a constant uncovering
process occurs which reveals
each character in the depth of
his shallowness.
The dialogue is O'Neill's own,
the acting is superb (The four
principal actors-Katherine Hepburn, Sir Ralph Richardson, Jason Robards, Jr., and Dean Stockwell - shared the Cannes Best
Acting Award of 1962 for their
performance), and the only addition by the movie-makers has
been the camera-work, and a
quiet musical score by Andre
Previn.
To help defray expenses a
fifty-cent donation is requested

LC Graduate
To Speak At
Lynchnos Meeting
Miss Emorene V. Morris will
be a guest speaker, sponsored
by Lychnos Society, April 26 at
7 p.m. in Room 118Stevens. Miss
Morris will speak on "The Enigma of the Endothelial Cell." Endothelial cells form the lining
of the heart and blood vessels.
Miss Morris is a 1969 graduate
of Longwood and a former member of Lychnos. She has completed her graduate work at the
College of William and Mary and
is currently doing cardiac research at the Research Institute,
Norfolk area Medical Center
Authority.
"A newspaper is not just for
reporting the news as it is, but
to make people mad enough to do
something about it." - Mark
Twain.
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CHI members Margaret Lowry (Torchbearer), Carolyn Simpson, Ellen Dunn and Cookie Howell lead the way to burning.

The Spirit Of CHI Supports Longwood
By LYNDA VAN HORN
They came under the light of
the torch. Though the 1972 Chi
ii.nl gone under many changes, the
burning on April 18 was much like
those of previous years.
Led by Margaret Lowry, the
bearer of the torch, the 12 other
members of Chi walked down
from Bedford building to the waiting crowd in the Iler parking lot.
Other members of Chi included
Carolyn Simpson, Ellen Dunn,
Cookie Howell, Jody Mace, Sue
Bonham, Verona Leake, and Joan
Putney.
Also included were Pat Necessary, Bobbie Hope, PattiCoogan,
Bev Aston, and Nancy Fowlkes.

of cooperation in every phase of
college life."
Speaking of the new insignia
of the Rotunda used on the robes
of Chi, one member said, "We
needed to project a positive
image. The skull and crossbones
does not denote respect to some
people.
The Rotunda is something of the
college and lasting," she said.
"And, the blue and the white are
more typical of Longwood than the
red of before."

ulty they felt deserving.
Among the projects sponsored
or supported by Chi this year
were the Pageant for Peace, collection of canned goods and toys
for charity, and an aU out campaign in support of major elections.
Chi also makes available an
emergency scholarship fund
which can be used by students
who need financial aid in order to
continue their education at Longwood.

The CHI Song

Walks And Banners

Using the same tune as used in
previous years, the words of the
Chi song were changed "to express Chi's increasing role as
Purpose Of CHI
guardians of the spirit and ideas
In order to emphasize the im- of Longwood."
portance of Chi and to explain its
The new song tells of the purpurpose, the organization sent out pose of the organization:
letters to each student in the fall
of this year.
Through the dark of night
The purpose of the group as The spirit of Chi walks on
written in the bulletin sent out is Bearing the blue and white
to "promote and maintain a spirit The spirit of Chi walks on
of cooperation among students in Throughout the days of Longwood
every phase of college life.
Strong ties of blue
"It is our aim to foster re- Although the years may pass by
spect for Longwood and loyalty Chi will be there too
to Us academic program and Clad in robes of blue
extracurricular activities."
The secret of Chi is kept
Hold the torch of spirit long
Changes
Keep it strong
Among the recent changes in Down the colonnade and
the organization have been a On the campus, too, we
change in the color of the robes, Bind the sisterhood
the song, and the symbol.
The spirt of Chi walks on.
According to CM the purpose
Other Projects
of these changes is not to disregard the past, but to "utilize
Besides the letters of explanthe valuable aspects of those ex- ation, Chi also had other projects
periences that have enabled Chi for the year including sending letto promote and maintain a spirit ters of praise to students and fac-

The nightly walks and the Chi
banners are also evidence of the
organization's support of various
functions of the coUege.
When asked about these evidences of the group, one Chi
member said, "The walks are a
part of our college support and
spirit, and they are always planned."
But, when asked what they
thought of the mad rush for possession that always accompanies
the displaying of the Chi banner,
two Chi members refused to comment.
The burning of Chi each year
in the spring is always a highly
anticipated event. Always coming
after a series of Chi "scares"
the burning is the time of year
the identities of the members are
revealed.
According to Chi the identities
of the members are kept secret
until this time since "if the identity were known to the entire student body, the members would be
subject to numerous pressures
regarding their program of commendations."

Coming Of CHI
As students from every class
waited to see the torch light announcing the coming of Chi, the
Chi members lined up in nervous
excitement for their last walk.
One Chi member voiced her
nervousness. "As we were coming to the burning, we didn't know
what to expect with recent attitudes and viewing burning from
the other side."
But, as the torch was lit and
flared up, a roar went up from
the crowd.
"When the torch was lit and
blazed up, you just can't imagine
the feeling I had," said one Chi
member.
And, another agreed, "We'll
never forget that sound in our
lives," she said.
Each year at the burning besides revealing their identities,
the Chi members also recognize
members of the student body,
faculty, administration, and community who have shown Longwood
spirit and loyalty or who have
provided an outstanding service
to the college community.
Commendations
This year's CHI commended 22
students, as well as two faculty
members, Mrs. Sue Clark of the
Information Office, and the Longwood Foundation under the direction of Mr. George Bristol
and Col. John Carr.
Among the seniors commended
were Sissy Henshaw, Mary Tabb
Johnston, Marty Repole, Charlene
Rice, and Debbie Ellenbrand.
Juniors recognized wereSusan

B. Lewis, Faye Poole, Joyce
Saunders, and Bev Turner.
Along with the sophomore helpers, Becky Moreland and Ellen
Morrison, two other sophomores
were also commended. They were
Donna Noblin and Wanda Wallace.
Debbie Martell, Janie Pritchard, and Mariette Zucchi were the
three freshmen recognized. The
two faculty members commended
were Dr. Wayne Tinnell and Miss
Diane Davis.
There were also six seniors
who served as senior assistants
who were recognized at the burning.
They included Donna Baker,
Kathy Barclay, Easter Galloway,
Brenda Hensley, Sandy Chortal,
ind Val Callis.
CHI Remains Secret
As the burning ended and the
crowd began to disperse, the Chi
members lined up as they had
come in and left the smoldering
fire and the Longwood campus.
Where they went and what they did
only the individual members
know.
Of course there are many questions such as these that will remain secret. Only the Chi members to come will be able to share
in the secret.
What can be seen in Chi to the
average student is seen through
the work and spirit of the organization. And, if the group is to
perpetuate it will be only through
the spirit of the student body.
For as one Chi member put it,
"Chi is a spirit; it's not individuals."
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Colleges In
The News
Pay For SGA

Newspaper Cutback
BLACKSBURG - The Collegiate Times, the official student
newspaper at Virginia Tech, has
been reduced from a bi-weekly to
a weekly publication for the remainder of the current academic
year. The Student Publications
Board, at its meeting on Wednesday, voted to restrict the publication of the Times to a weekly
six-page newspaper consisting of
8500 copies of a quality. The
resolution was proposed in response to the financial difficulty
which has affected the publications of the Collegiate Times.

Strike Proposal
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Longwood's Lacrosse Team defeated Randolph-Macon

First Lacrosse Game Of Season Has
L.C. Teams Defeated 13-4, Tied 4-4
By SHARON CURLING
In the first lacrosse game of
the season, Longwood's first
team was defeated 13-4 by
Bridgewater, however the second
team tied 4-4.
Both teams played relatively
well, but many fouls and errors
took their toll. Longwood shot
percentage wise more times,
but failed to score. In the second
game, two of Longwood's goals
were nullified by crease fouls.
Commenting on the game, Miss
Anne Huffman said, "Since this
was our first game, I believe
both teams learned a great deal
and know what areas they need to

work harder to improve."
Members of the lacrosse team
are Debbie Amme, Diane Amme
Peggy Bangham, Susan Clark,
Shirley Culler, Diane Derrick,
Judy Doty, Terry Gadsby, Vickie
Glasgow, Linda Hancock, Jackie
Hart, Renea Harrison, and Kay
Harvey.
Other members are Martha
Hicks, Becky Jennings, Debbie
Jerrell, Maggie Lowry, Kathy
Moffitt, Lucy Sale, Karen Smith,
Debbie Thomason, JoAnn Tucker,
Susan Wagner, Joyce Walters,
Pam Walker and Paula Williams.
Managers of the team are Ellen
Morrison and Linda Sue Roberts.

Lacrosse Team Of Longwood

WASHINGTON, D. C. - Student
leaders of the National Student
Association in Washington yesterday called for a nationwide
campus strike last Friday to proBy LINDA SUE ROBERTS
test the war in Vietnam. NSA
president Margery Tabankin said
In the second game of the sea"We are asking that every cam- son on April 19 on Barlow Field,
pus shut down on Friday and de- Longwood's lacrosse team devote its collective energy and feated Randolph-Macon by a
skills to organizing sustained, score of 8 to 5.
intensive antiwar actions this
In the first hall Karen Smith
spring." A joint editorial in the broke loose in a fast-paced game
campus newspapers of eight Ivy going in to score with Becky
League schools — Brown, Co- Jennings backing her up within
lumbia, Cornell, Dartmouth, a few minutes with another shot
Harvard, Pennsylvania, Prince- into the cage. The remainder
ton, and Yale - was scheduled of the first half, excluding the
to endorse the strike in today's last five minutes, involved many
editions. A coalition of groups patterns and plays, but no score
sponsored a rally at the Uni- for either team. Then Randolph
versity of Wisconsin yesterday Macon's Bobbi Shirley guided two
at which more than 3,000demonstrators marched in protest of the
war.

By LOUISE MOSS
Longwood hosted the William
and Mary golf team for the third
tournament of the season on April
18. The Longwood team emerged
from this tournament still undefeated with the final score of
10-2.
Penny Stallins played number
one by defeating her opponent and
collecting three points for Longwood. Playing number two was
Becky Bailey who added one more
point for Longwood. (Longwood's
other six points were made by
Ann Santore and Louise Moss,
playing number three and four
respectively.) Lisa Dixon also
defeated her opponent though only
the top four scores count in the
final score of the tournament.
Penny Stallins, Becky Bailey,
Ann Santore, Louise Moss, and
their coach, Dr. Barbara Smith,

CHARLOTTESVILLE - Because of what one official called
"bargain" tuition, the University
of Virginia has logged the second highest increase in out-ofstate applications in the nation
for the fall's freshman class. The
survey also showed that the university had the fifth largest increase in the actual size of the
entering class among the 82 participating institutions. The university was second only to the
State University of New York in
the number of applications for
each available place in the freshman class. New York had 6.29
applications for each place, while
Virginia had 4.48.

Randolph-Macon, 2,362 To 2,083
By LINDA BURGDORF
The Longwood Archery Team
defeated Randolph-Macon at their
first home meet on Wednesday,
April 19. The final score was
2,362 to 2,083.
Each team consists of five

Sixteen Longwood Girls
Selected As
Outstanding Athletes

By SHARON CURLING
Selected to appear in the 1972
edition of OUTSTANDING COLLEGE ATHLETES OF AMERshots into the cage for two points ICA are 16 Longwood girls. The
tying the score at half 2-2.
girls were nominated by the
During the second half Long- Longwood coaches on the basis of
wood outscored the Randolph- their displayed abilities, not only
Macon players 6-3 with points in athletics, but also in comcontributed by Terry Gadsy, Deb- munity service and campus acbie Thomason, Karen Smith, Kay tivities. Other criteria used in
Harvey, and two by Diane Dar- choosing the girls included
rick. Credit also goes to Paula. strength of character, leaderWilliams for her stops as goalie ship, both on and off the playand the other players for their as- ing field and scholarship.
sists. Except for a couple of
The girls selected are Mary
injuries the game proved to be a Baldwin, Loretta Bunting, Debobig success for the L.C. team. rah Carneal, Diane Derrick, TerMiss Huffman, the team coach, ry Gadsby, Ann Santore, Charmade the comment that she was lotte Fugett and Carolyn Paxvery proud of the team's im- ton.
provement and victory.
Others chosen are Rebecca
Baily, Rebecca Burch, Eleanor
D. Challen, Deborah Ellenbrand,
Suzanne Morgan, Suzanne Stewart, Margaret Lowry and Jo Ann
Smith.

Control Shifted
WILLIAMSBURG -Student affairs at William and Mary will
be moved within the purview of
academic affairs under a reorganization made public last
week. Dr. Graves, the college's
president, said that the position
of vice president for student affairs will be discontinued and a
new post, dean of the undergraduate program, will be created.

APRIL 26™ IS SECRETARY DAY
Don't forget the little girl out

front .... your secretary. She
often stays late, skips lunch, oYen
tells a little white lie for you,
sometimes.
She deserves the best.
CALL 392-3151
Or stop by our shop today.

Carter's Flower Shop
711 W. 3rd St.
"1 Block From Hospital"
Phone 392-3151

members, each shooting a Columbia Round. That is 24 arrows at 50 yards, 24 at 40 yards,
and 24 at 30 yards. A perfect
score for the entire round is
648.
Margaret Downing of Randolph-Macon took first place with
a 498. Debbie Carneal and Linda
Burgdorf of Longwood took second and third places respectively, with 493 and 488. June Beninghove shot 478, Dorothy Craig
472, and Judy Poats 431 for
Longwood. The remaining meets
are scheduled against:
April
25 Madison
4 11
May
2 Westhampton
4 A
The State Invitational Tournament will be Tuesday, May 9, at
2:00 at home.
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Tennis players prepare for the
next volley.

L.C. Tennis Team Edged M.W. 3-2;
Lynchburg College Defeats L.C. 4-3
By SHARON CURLING
Last Wednesday, Longwood's
varsity tennis team came out on
VIRGINIA NATIONAL
BANK
Formville, Vo.
Two Convenient Locations

We'll be delighted to help you
select something for her.

traveled to Greensboro for the
University of North Carolina Invitational Golf Tournament held
on April 21 and 22. Competition
here is based on stroke play instead of match play. Longwood
captured five of the seven silver
dishes which were given as
prizes. There was a total of 48
golfers who represented 13 colleges present for the tournament.
Penny Stallins and Becky Bailey on Friday won one of the silver dishes for the Team Best Ball
event with a score of even par 30
over nine holes. On Saturday,
Penny, Louise Moss and Becky
Bailey each won a silver dish.
All four team members helped
to win the fifth silver dish tor
runner-up team low score with
a 133.

Longwood Archery Team Beats

Defeats Randolph-Macon 8-5

Application Boom
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Golf Team Undefeated,
Wins Greensboro Events

►■

LOUISIANA - One of the motions that was introduced in a
Student Government meeting at
Northeast Louisiana University
last week was a proposal to pay
SGA Senators. The proposal read:
"Whereas SGA Senators are
elected by their fellow students
to represent them and work in
their behalf and Whereas this
requires each Senator to put in
at least three hours a week in
meetings and Whereas everyone
else on the SGA and the officers
of the Union Board and others
are paid, I move that every
Senator be paid a salary of $25
per school month and that committee chairmen be paid an additional $10 per month." The
proposal has been referred to
The Finance Committee.

THE ROTUNDA

• Longwood Office
Across from Formville
Shopping Center
• Main Office
Corner of Third &
Main Streets
We Welcome Student
Accounts

VIRGINIA
NATIONAL
BANK
rAWMVU-UC. VA.

top by defeating Mary Washington with a score of 3-2. However,
they were edged out on Thursday by Lynchburg College with
the score of 4-3.
Despite the hot, humid conditions at Mary Washington, three
Longwood teams won. The number one doubles team, number two
doubles team and number two
singles won. Debbie Ellin and
Charlotte Fugate make up the
number two double team. The
number two double team is composed of Anne Ford and Bobbi
Ellin, while EUen Broderick is
the number two singles team.
Members of the varsity tennis
team are Debbie and Bobbi Ellin, Brenda Blackwell, Ellen
Broderick, Bobbsie Bannin,
Charlotte Fugate and Ann Ford.
The manager of the team is Sarah Todd Lewis and the coach is
Miss phyliss Harriss.
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Anonymous Friend Gives Grant

News
Briefs

Of Unlimited Amount To HS-C

By ROBERT H. SELLS
An unlimited challenge grant
Poland
by an anonymous friend of HampAccording to an announcement den-Sydney CoUege which will
made by the White House last match increases in contributions
Monday, President Nixon has to the College's Alumni Fund was
added a two-day (May 31-June 1) announced Monday, April 17 by
stop in Poland to his diplomatic Dr. W. Taylor Reveley, presitrip to Russia. After spending a dent of the College.
week in the Soviet Union, Nixon
According to Donald E. Dickwill make return visits in Iran son, Hampden-Sydney's director
and Poland.
of development, it is the donor's
intent to match any gift increase
Spong
of $5.00 or more received by
Sen William B. Spong, Jr., was December 31, 1972, and desigofficially declared the Virginia nated for current operating exDemocratic party's candidate for penses. Gifts to capital improvereelection last Monday due to the ments will not be matched under
lack of any declared primary op- the program.
position.
Noting that any qualifying gift
"Sen. Spong's record of in- will be matched regardless of
tegrity and independence is a size, Dickson said, "Such a gensource of pride for every Vir- erous challenge program will
ginian. I am confident that citi- have a profound effect on our efzens of the Commonwealth will forts to increase alumni particiapprove that record in Novem- pation in the financial support
ber, as members of the Democra- of the College. The Alumni fund
tic party have in April," said generated $136,000 in 1971, a
state party chairman William G. record amount, and we are conThomas of Alexandria.
fident that this program will
serve to make our current drive
Ping Pong
even more successful."
President Nixon welcomed
Based on the amount contributmembers of China's table tennis ed by Hampden-Sydney alumni
team to a gathering in the White last year, the College ranked near
House Rose Garden last Tues- the top of all colleges and uniday. Nixon said that the team's
tour of the United States is promoting friendship between "our
two great peoples" and will mean
"a better chance for peace in
all the world.''
Reagan
In his first campus appearance in two years, Gov. Ronald
Reagan was given a mock Academy Award for his performances
in law-and-order films. Reagan
received mingled applause and
boos when he walked into the
Loyola University gymnasium for
a question-and-answer session
last Tuesday. Reagan's last university appearance at the University of California at Riverside in March 1970 resulted in a
campus disturbance.
Amendment
New Jersey became the 13th
state to ratify the Equal Rights
for Women amendment last Tuesday. The amendment, which
states that equality of rights
under the law shall not be denied or abridged because of sex,
won final Congressional approval
on March 22, after having been
introduced in every session of
Congress since 1923. Three state
legislatures have already voted
against approving the measure
and opposition has developed in
several other state legislatures.
Supporters of the amendment
claim that only two years will
be needed to obtain the necessary
38 ratifications.

versities in the country in average gift amount, $119. But like
all colleges, Hampden-Sydney
would like to see a larger proportion of its graduates participate in its giving program.
According to the terms of the
matching grant, gifts from those
who did not contribute to the fund
in 1971 will be matched on the
basis of the average annual gift
over the last 3 yeai s. Those who
did not contribute during that
period will have their full gift
matched. The grant also provides that funds which have already been given during the current calendar year will be subject to the matching program.
Funds obtained from the donor's portion of the challenge
grant will be used to establish
an endowment fund for Eggleston
Library.
Praising the establishment of
the fund, President Reveley said,
"The generosity of this loyal
friend of the College has farreaching implications. The new
income it can bring to the College in these days of high educational costs is most welcome,
but equally important is the involvement of more alumni in the
life of the College and its educational aspirations."

Mrs. Virginia Howe, Teacher of The Year, with her class.

State Teacher Of The Year
Speaks At Longwood May 4

Virginia's 1972 Teacher of the
Year, Mrs. Virginia KempRowe,
will be the speaker for Longwood
College's next educational forum,
scheduled for Thursday, May 4,
at 2 p.m. in Wygal Auditorium.
Mrs. Rowe, a fourth grade
teacher at William Walton Elementary School in Prince George
County, will speak on "Teaching
in the 1970's." A cordial invitation is extended to public school
personnel and all interested persons in the community.
Mrs. Rowe, whose "genuine
love for children" has been her
motivation through 29 years of
teaching, was selected for the
Teacher of the Year award by a
State Department of Education
screening committee. The award
is given annually to an exceptionally skillful and dedicated
teacher in kindergarten through
have presented papers at annual grade 12.
Her classroom experience inmeetings. Dr. Bruce Glascock,
cludes
teaching first and second
Associate Professor, has presented history papers for the grades at Great Bridge, fourth
past two years, in 1970, "New
Spain and Its Role in the War
for America, 1779-1783," and
in 1971, "The Blanche Case;
An Unusual Incident in the Civil
MEN'S & WOMEN'S
War Blockade Running." This
year Gilbert J. Millar, Assistant
Professor of History will present "The Albanians: Sixteenth
Century Mercenaries."
Across From Courthouse
The committee for local arrangement for the annual meet111 Mam St.
ing, which expects to host over
Farmville, Va.
one hundred social scientists,
is made up of Dr. Helms, and
Mrs. Cover from Longwood, and
Ronald Heinemann and Robert
Hubard, President of the association during 1965-66, from Hampden-Sydney.
Florence H.Stubbs, a sociologist here for many years, was the
ALL LONGWOOD
president during 1935-36.

NEWMAN'S

grade at Waverly and Walton
elementary schools. She also
taught during summer school
sessions at Jarratt and Wakefield elementary schools in Sussex County and at Beazley and
Walton schools in Prince George.
A graduate of Farmville State
Teachers College (now Longwood) and Virginia Commonwealth University, Mrs. Rowe is
a strong believer in building a
child's self-esteem through her
teaching, which results in "an
improved attitude toward school
life and life in general."
Immediate past president of the
Prince George Education Association, Mrs. Rowe is a member
of the county's Committee for
Standards of Quality Education
for Public Schools.
Her contributions to community organizations have been many.
She has worked with the Cub
Scouts, Woman's Club, Home
Demonstration Club, Red Cross,
and March of Dimes. Coordinator
and hostess for "Miss Sussex"
beauty contests for 10 years,
she was a contest judge for "Miss
Tidewater" in 1968 and 1971.

SPORTSWEAR

Make Something
Special For

State Social Scientists
Meet At LC April 28-29
By DEBBIE BASTEK
The forty-fifth annual meeting
of the Virginia Social Sciences
Association (VSSA) will be held
April 28 and 29 on Longwood's
campus at the invitation of Dr.
Charles Lane, professor of geography and geology, Chairman of
the Department of History and
Social Sciences at Longwood, and
former member of the VSSA executive committee.
Founded in 1926, the VSSA
is an association made up of all
the history and social science
areas. A state organization, it
was formed to bring all those
interested in these areas together
to present papers on their research, and to allow them to
meet others working within their
field. The association publishes
the VIRGINIA SOCIAL SCIENCE
JOURNAL in cooperation with
the School of Business at Virginia Commonwealth University
semi-annually as well as a news
letter a few times each month
which covers the activities of
its member colleges (27 throughout the state) and lists publications of various professors.
Several members of Longwood's History and Social Science
Department are members, and
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'Roofitis' Claims Victims;
Dangers Told By Infirmary
By JANET LYNN TENNYSON
About this time every year,
there is a disease that breaks
out in epidemic proportions on
campus. It could be called "roofitis," however, the common term
is sunburn.
With any exposure to sunlight,
there is a thickening of the epidermis and the skin begins to lay
down melanin at an increased
rate. Many fair-haired individuals do not respond with an even
distribution of melanin, resulting
in a blotchy type of pigmentation,
called freckles.
Individuals vary greatly in
their reaction to sunlight. Only
heavily pigmented Negroes are
completely immune. Blondes and
redheads are especially susceptibel and should learn to avoid
overexposure.
Overexposure
Ordinary sunburn results from
overexposure of the skin to ultraviolet rays. Surprising amounts
of sunburn-producing rays may
filter through light overcast
clouds and many people sustain
severe reactions under these
conditions.
Symptoms and signs appear in
one to two hours and with prolonged exposure, pain, swelling
and tenderness of the skin are
noted. If a large portion of the
body surface is affected, such
things as fever, chills, weakness
and shock can occur.
Most cases are unnecessary
and are the result of failure to
observe simple precautions. Even in individuals with dark skin,
the initial summer exposure to
bright midday sun (between 10
a. m. to 4 p. m.) should be not
more than 30 minutes, all total.
"This is the main thing that the
girls do wrong - they insist on
several hours for their first
time", noted Dr. Lewis E. Wells,
physician of the college.
Protection
A variety of creams and sunscreening lotions are available,
but complete dependence for prolonged protection is not wise.
Such preparations are washed
away rapidly by perspiration and bathing. One of the best
and most lasting sun protective
creams is red petroleum.
Treatment
Treatment for sunburn is limited. Until the acute reaction has
subsided, further exposure
One HOUR
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should be avoided. In most cases,
the application of a soothing
cream is all that is necessary.
Cold compresses of whole milk
or saline solutions may be helpful in relieving the symptoms.
Sensitizing preparations, especially local anesthetic ointments
or lotions, should be avoided.
"Girls will not be refused
treatment by the Infirmary," said
Mrs. Vivian Roop, R. N. and
Head Nurse of the college, "there
is a rumor to this effect but
there is no truth to it". In fact
girls are encouraged to seek help
from the Infirmary at any time.
However in the cases of sunburn, NO student will be excused from her class whether
she stays in the Infirmary or in
her room.
Effects
"Many of the girls probably
do not think about the serious
aspect of sunburn", added Mrs.
Ruth Carwile, R. N. Chronic
exposure to sunlight has a distinct aging effect on the skin.
A more disturbing consequence
of many years of overexposure
is the frequent appearence of
precancerous keratotic lesions.
These usually occur in young
people. Blondes and redheads
are particularly susceptible.
The incidence of squamous and
basal cell carcinoma (cancer) of
the skin in the general population is directly related to the
amount of yearly sunlight in the
area in which the population lives.
This is common in sportsmen,
farmers and sunbathers. Anyone
who makes a fetish of sun worship at every given opportunity
through out a lifetime will almost certainly develop some type
of lesions in their later years.
While I was researching this
article in the infirmary, a student entered for treatment of
her sunburn. Diane Dennison,
who is a freshman English
major, said, "I stayed out about
30 to 45 minutes, and I used
baby oil". However, from her
association with the sun on last
Wednesday afternoon, she sustained second degree burns on
her upper back. When I asked
her to say something to deter
over-exposure by others, she
said, "I don't know what to say,
'cause I know I will be fool
enough to go out and do it again."
All I can add is that I hope not!

DR. WILEY HITCHCOCK

Dr. Hitchcock
To Speak On
American Music
By VALERIE BLANKS
Dr. H. Wiley Hitchcock will
speak on "American Music
Swings: From Pop to Folk to Art
and BackAgain'Mondayatlp.m.
Dr. Hitchcock is professor of
music at Brooklyn College and
director of its Institute for
Studies in American Music.
He is the editor of several music books and author of "Music
in the U. S.: A Historical Introduction."

Sophomore Group
To Visit
Childrens' Homes
By BECKY NICHOLSON
The Sophomore Roadshow will
travel to the Meherrin Day Care
Center, the Richmond Crippled
Children's Home, and the Methodist Home on April 27 to perform
their rendition of "Snow White
and the Seven Dwarfs". The Sophophomore Roadshow is a traditional money-raising project for
the Sophomore class.
The show is divided into three
parts - the Castle, the Dwarfs'
House, and the Forest. The scene
in the forest will take place in
the audience with the children.
In this way the children can become involved in the play. Since
the group is doing a great deal of
traveling, they are using limited
scenery.
The narrator of the play is the
"Old Bunny" who tells the story
in retrospect. Along with the
regular cast there are four
clowns with multi-colored balloons. Mrs. Anderson of the
Speech Department is donating
costumes for the show.

arship. This scholarship includes
$200 which is awarded to a Sophomore or Junior. In order to be
eligible a student must have at
least a 2.0 grade average, and
financial need is also considered.
The Board was asked to consider the possibility of having a
reception next year for all those
students involved in orientation.
In light of the budget situation,
the Board hesitated to give a
definite answer.

Cedar Bags On
Sale

CRUTE'S
Main And High Streets

One block from
shopping center
MRS. 7AM-6PM
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Southern Poet Held Reading
At LIT Initiation Ceremonies

Legislative Board Must Cut
Expenditures Next Year
By BECKY NICHOLSON
The Legislative Board received $1,100 in appropriations for
the next school year. Mary Lou
Glasheen, Chairman of the Board,
said that that in order to cut expenditures next year, the Board
will not give the usual birthday
cards and Christmas gifts to the
faculty.
Rosie Davis reminded the
Board to think about nominations
for the Dabney Lancaster Schol-
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Before roof exposure
see Crute's for the beautiful bod.

TANNING ft PROTECTIVE OILS

By ROBERT H. SELLS
James Seay, Poet in Residence
at Vanderbilt University, was on
campus Tuesday, April 18 for a
poetry reading in conjunction with
the initiation ceremonies of Lambda Iota Tau.
A very popular speaker at
coUeges and universities, Mr.
Seay has given poetry readings
as far away as the University
of Utah.
Mr. Seay, who earned his M. A.
degree from the University of
Virginia, has had poems published in many literary magazines throughout the United
States. He has taught previously
at the University of Alabama,
Virginia Military Institute and
the University of Virginia.
During his reading Tuesday
night Mr. Seay read several
poems from his recently published collection entitled LET
NOT YOUR HART. He also read
several unpublished poems which
are now being collected for inclusion in a forthcoming book of
poems. His new book will be

"on women", Mr. Seay said.
Many of Mr. Seay's poems are
narrative poems, that is poems
that tell a story. This fact, along
with the fact that he uses many
regional subjects and terms and
nuances in his poetry, places
him in the Southern tradition of
American literature.
"Sweetbread and Wine", one
of the poems Mr. Seay read and
one that is included in Mr. Seay's
first book, tells a story about
Zannie Hayes. Zannie is a manual laborer who, in the course
of the poem, changes his marital
status, his address, his job and
his salary. His humorous story
is told in a brief 18 lines.

Classified Ad
PERSONS of various occupations
regarding N. American and Overseas Opportunities, up to $2,600
monthly. For complete information write to JOB RESEARCH,
Box 1253, Sta-A, Toronto, Ont.
Enclose $5 to cover cost.
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Seniors Discuss
Upcoming Activities,
Select Chairmen
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"KOTCH"

By BECKY NICHOLSON
The seniors had a class meeting last week to discuss upcoming
activities such as: Song Contest,
Senior Assembly, Senior Banquet, Senior Sneak Day, Lantern Parade, and Graduation.
Cookie Howell is in charge of
the senior song for Song Contest
which is held on April 25. Pat
Necessary is Chairman of affairs
for Senior Assembly scheduled
for May 10. During this assembly
the seniors provide a synopsis
of their four years at Longwood.
As a Fund Raising Drive for the
class the seniors are charging 25
cents for admission.
On the following night, May 11,
the Sophomore class is providing
a skit for Senior Banquet. Senior
Barbara Moore is handling invitations to the faculty and administration.
Sally Foster is the Chairman
for the traditional Lantern Parade. Seniors select a "little
sister" who makes the lanterns.
On the night of the parade the
seniors walk across campus
singing school songs.
On May 17 the seniors will have
a "Sneak Day." The seniors cut
their classes for the day, and
most of them go to a nearby
lake for the day. In the evening
the girls will meet for dinner at
the cabin on Longwood Estate.
The class also discussed ordering hoods for graduation.
These hoods show the student's
academic degree. Many girls felt
that they weren't necessary,
since they are recommended, but
not required.
Class Presidents are taking a
survey of their class' opinion of
a change in the Alma Mater. The
general feeling of the senior
class was against a change.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Lions Club Encourages
Donation Of Eyes
For Others To See

The college is planning to tear down the houses across from
The Rotunda and put in an unlandscaped parking lot. A story on
this will appear in next week's ROTUNDA.

Dr. Bliss Of HS-C Talks
On Shenandoah Valley
By JOHN D. GUTHRIE
Age" aristocrats, acquired large
Hampden-Sydney Correspondent grants and adhered to the plantation economy based on slavery
In a Society of the Cincinnati and a one-crop system. Known as
lecture at Hampden-Sydney Col- the "Tuckahoes," they simply
lege, Dr. Willard F. Bliss, Pro- transposed their lowland civilifessor of History at the college, zation, principally in the Lower
addressed a large audience con- Valley.
Second, the Middle Valley was
cerning the settlement of the
Shenandoah Valley in the 18th primarily settled and influenced
by the Germans, or "Cohees."
century.
According to Dr. Bliss, the While Germanic stock was not
search for fertile lands led Vir- entirely unknown to Virginia, the
ginians from the Tidewater, main influx of those who settled
across Piedmont, over the moun- in the Valley was from the North,
tains to what became New Vir- mostly Pennsylvania. They were
ginia: the Shenandoah Valley. In small farmers who pursued a
tracing the origins of the settle- system of diversified farming and
ment of the Valley of Virginia, a rotation of crops, with strong obthree-fold answer is revealed. jections to slavery.
Third, the hardy Scotch-Irish
First, the great planters of
penetrated
the wilderness to the
Tidewater Virginia, the "Golden
very fringe of settlement in the
Upper Valley. These people were
like the Germans in farming
\y Floral Gifts ^ methods and distaste for slavery,
but more active in government
"Everything For Your and the development of education.
The Valley, settled by people
>
Floral Needs" *•
of such diverse origins, emerged
as a product which would be
. 106 East Third St.
duplicated
in each new frontier.
/ Western Union
This amalgamation of cultures
,
Services Also
was to become "the American experience, the promise of AmeriSRt 392-3559 x
can life."
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By VALERIE BLANKS
Would you like to help someone to see? The Lions Club members would, and they are now giving the students, faculty, and staff
of Longwood this opportunity
also.
There are 100 men in FarmviUe, including Dean Blackwell,
Col. Carr, Mr. Bristol, Dr. Patterson, Dr. Lane and Dr. Scott,
who are members of this international, nonprofit organization
which is dedicated to sight saving.
How can you help? Those of you
who are 21 years or older can
donate the cornea of your eyes
upon your death to the Old Dominion Eye Bank in Richmond.
They will then be transplanted to
the eyes of someone who is blind
or has only partial vision.
All the above named administration and faculty members
have eye donor cards which a
person must sign so that the
donation is duly registered in
Richmond.
Besides encouraging the eye
donor program, the Lions support a Leader Dog school in
Michigan which trains dogs for
use by blind people. Besides their
financial support, which includes
providing examinations and eyeglasses for those who can't afford them, the members each
have donated the cornea of their
eyes.
Col. Carr gave his feelings
about the donation, "For anybody who donates, at least one
person can see better than he
can now."

Discussions Held On
Acting, Movement
At Theater Seminar
By BECKY NICHOLSON
Jim Jontz, James Kirtland,
and Frances Wessels held informal discussions about acting and
movement last Saturday as a portion of the Theater Seminar. Jim
Jontz, a Drama teacher from
Manchester High School in Richmond, spoke on Experimental
Drama in the High School. He
tries to stay away from the traditional high school plays such
as "Arsenic And Old Lace." And
impresses the need for versatility upon his students.
Following Mr. Jontz's discussion, his students performed
their original one-act play which
they had initially written for tha
One-Act Festival. The students
also did their version of "Henny
Penny" from Storybook Theater.
Along with his discussion on
acting and acting technique,
James Kirtland asked his audience to participate in concentration exercises. He worked with
the audience on the idea of sensory experience, such as conveying messages with the eyes.
Mr. Kirtland is a professional
actor and director who has studied in England, and is now teaching in the Conservatory in the
Virginia Museum Theater. He
also has an Equity Contract
(Equity is a Union of Actors)
which is one of the highest ambitions for an actor.
An actor or actress must have
this contract before he can go
on Broadway, and he must continually renew his contract.
- Frances Wessels extended Mr.
Kirtland's discussion on sensory
experience into muscular reaction. Her discussion concerned "Movement for the Actor." The audience participated
in this demonstration by walking
across the stage and interacting
with each other. One Drama student said that it's like life in the
sense that we are all interacting with other people and being
forced to make instant decisions.

